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Abstract
Cloud detection is the first step of any complex satellite-based cloud retrieval. No instrument detects all
clouds, and analyses that use a given satellite climatology can only discuss a specific subset of clouds. We
attempt to clarify which subsets of clouds are detected in a robust way by passive sensors, and which require
active sensors. To do so, we identify where retrievals of Cloud Amounts (CAs), based on numerous sensors
and algorithms, differ the most. We investigate large uncertainties, and confront retrievals from the CALIOP
lidar, which detects semitransparent clouds and directly measures their vertical distribution, whatever the
surface below. We document the cloud vertical distribution, opacity and seasonal variability where CAs from
passive sensors disagree most.
CALIOP CAs are larger than the passive average by +0.05 (AM) and +0.07 (PM). Over land, the +0.1 average
difference rises to +0.2 over the African desert, Antarctica and Greenland, where large passive
disagreements are traced to unfavorable surface conditions. Over oceans, CALIOP retrievals are closer to the
average of passive retrievals except over the ITCZ (+0.1). Passive CAs disagree more in tropical areas
associated with large-scale subsidence, where CALIOP observes a specific multi-layer cloud population:
optically thin, high-level clouds and opaque (z>7km), shallow boundary layer clouds (z<2km).
We evaluate the CA and cloud vertical distribution from 8 General Circulation Models where passive
retrievals disagree and CALIOP provides new information. We find that modeled clouds are not more
realistic where cloud detections from passive observations have long been robust, than where active sensors
provide more reliable information.
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Introduction
Passive remote sensors have been monitoring the state of the atmosphere from space for several decades
(e.g. Rossow and Schiffer 1999; Norris and Slingo, 2009; Stubenrauch et al., 2013). By analyzing their
measurements of radiances or reflected sunlight, we can detect clouds, and for those detected retrieve their
top altitude and optical properties. Clouds are harder to detect above specific surface types: ice, snow,
deserts, and more generally any surface whose temperature is hard to predict accurately. The ability to
detect clouds also depends on their optical depth and dimensions, with thinnest or smallest clouds
sometimes escaping detection.
An instrument detection performance defines the subset of clouds for which other properties can eventually
be retrieved. A bias in detection can thus lead to biases on global cloud properties. For a properly detected
cloud, retrieving its top temperature from single-channel passive measurements requires strong
assumptions on cloud emissivity that are rarely realistic, and estimates of cloud top altitudes can be off by
several kilometers (Sherwood et al., 2004; Holz et al, 2008; Chang et al., 2010). Multispectral passive data as
in CO2 slicing can provide a better accuracy (Wylie and Menzel, 1999; Wang et al., 2012) but will not work
when the optical depth is too low. Considerable effort and ingenuity went into solving these problems and
reducing uncertainties as much as possible, leading to reliable climatologies of cloud cover on a global scale.
The error bars, however, remain significant, and interpreting the observed cloud change remains a challenge
(Foster and Heidinger, 2013; Chepfer et al., 2014), while the detailed vertical cloud structure simply cannot
be retrieved from passive sensors. The emergence of multi-decades passive cloud records enabled new
types of observation-based studies, that attempt to understand how clouds react to changes in their
atmospheric environment (e.g. Davies and Molloy, 2012; Evan and Morris, 2012; Marchand, 2013), or how
clouds change under the influence of climate warming (Norris et al., 2016). As passive sensors do not detect
all clouds, however, the observed changes concern a subset of all clouds, leading to a partial view of the
problem. To properly understand the observed change in long-term passive time series, it is important to
know precisely in which regions which cloud types are robustly observed by passive sensors and which
population of clouds, in which regions, are not.
Unlike passive sensors, active sensors such as lidars and radars can generally detect even optically thin
clouds with a minimal influence of the surface (Wylie et al., 2007), and document directly their distribution
along the vertical dimension with high vertical resolution, by measuring the time for electromagnetic pulses
to travel back and forth between the instrument and cloud particles (Di Michele et al. 2012; Mace and
Zhang, 2014). Most notably, the CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation,
Winker et al., 2007, 2010) and CloudSat (Stephens et al., 2002) missions have led to significant insights
regarding the three-dimensional distribution of clouds. Thanks to its active sensor capability and high vertical
resolution (up to 30m), the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), onboard CALIPSO,
can detect clouds, even small cumulus, located above reflective surfaces, sunlit or not, down to the point of
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complete direct light scattering attenuation (optical depths ~3 to 5). This means that its measurements
always accurately document whether a given atmospheric column contains clouds or not, including
extremely thin cirrus clouds (down to optical depths of 0.005, Reverdy et al., 2012) and broken boundary
layer shallow cumulus (Konsta et al., 2012) owing to a fine along-track spatial resolution (330m). Such
measurements have been used extensively to characterize clouds at global scales, with an emphasis on the
vertical distribution (e.g. Massie et al., 2010; Naud et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011; Nair and Rajeev 2014) and
evaluate their representation in models (for instance Chepfer et al., 2008; Ahlgrimm and Köhler, 2010;
Cesana and Chepfer, 2012; Konsta et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2014; Nam et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2014; Wang
et al., 2014).
Our objective here is to identify, using new information from active sensors, which subset of clouds has not
been documented reliably during the past 20 years using passive remote sensing observations. We also
investigate if these particular clouds suffer from a poor representation in climate models. After introducing
the global-scale observational datasets (Sect. 2), we describe in Sect. 3 where passive sensors disagree on
cloud presence. In Sect. 4, we identify and describe geographic areas where datasets from passive sensors
mostly disagree among themselves and with CALIOP retrievals. To explain the differences, in Sect. 5 we use
measurements from CALIOP to describe the vertical distribution of clouds in these areas and its seasonal
variability. Finally, Sect. 6 investigates if large disagreements between datasets from passive sensors have
had a significant effect (or not) on the representation of clouds in several General Circulation Models. Sect. 7
sums up our main results.

Observational datasets
Passive remote sensing
We have used cloud retrievals from the Global Energy and Water cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Cloud
Assessment (Stubenrauch et al., 2013), where 13 different teams produced monthly-mean global cloud
products based on measurements from spaceborne instruments, packaged in the same format and made
available online1. Most of these datasets cover 2006 through 2009. To maximize the number of datasets
used, we consider retrievals made in 2007 (as in Stubenrauch et al., 2012), when in addition to CALIOP (Sect.
2.2) nine (AM) and twelve (PM) datasets from passive sensors are available, including ISCCP. This choice
excludes from the comparison TOVS (stopped in 1994) and HIRS (only 2006 and 2008).
From the GEWEX datasets, we used 1°x1° global monthly maps of Cloud Amount (CA): 0 is clear-sky, 1
indicates the bin is completely cloudy, with intermediate levels of cloudiness in-between. Passive retrievals
are generally more reliable in daytime, when they can use both infrared and visible channels, than in the
1

All data was obtained through http://climserv.ipsl.polytechnique.fr/gewexca.
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infrared-only nighttime. As a consequence, we considered separately observations made in daylight and
eclipse conditions depending on the local observation time which, for polar-orbiting satellites, is the halforbit Local Time of the Ascending Node (LTNA). Most datasets come from the A-Train constellation, so they
were grouped around its LTNA, 1:30AM and PM. These groups include instruments with LTNA from 3h30
before the A-Train (MISR) to 1h30 after the A-Train (ISCCP). PATMOS-X retrievals at 07:30AM and PM were
too distant in time and excluded. Observations in a given group therefore span 5 hours or less, a nonnegligible time window whose consequences will be discussed in Sect. 3 and 4. Since the GEWEX MODISCERES-Terra dataset (10:30AM and PM) was also excluded due to technical issues, 6 datasets derived from
passive measurements were eventually left in the 10PM-3AM "AM" group (nighttime conditions) and 9 in
the 10AM-3PM "PM" group (daytime conditions), cf. Table 1. CA maps for individual datasets, averaged over
2007, are shown in the Supporting Information (Fig. S1 and S2).
For most datasets including CALIOP, retrievals in the night group use only observations in eclipse conditions
(i.e. no sunlight), and retrievals in the day group use only observations in sunlit conditions. Transient solar
noise might appear at orbit boundaries, i.e. at extreme latitudes, but was excluded. AIRS, ISCCP and
PATMOS-X retrievals chose to retain the half-orbit extremities even when they are under different sunlight
conditions than the equator, and therefore include measurements under different sunlight conditions in
both groups.
Instead of trying to identify and explain discrepancies among instantaneous retrievals describing the same
individual scene, we used monthly averages of global cloud detections. Such temporal averaging might inject
additional differences among datasets. However, we are here less interested in attributing detection
performances to algorithmic and/or instrument sensitivity, than in understanding how these performances
translate into views of the global cloud distribution that are unique to a given dataset. Using monthly mean
detections minimizes the effect of instrumental variations such as swath, spatial resolution, or viewing angle,
and allows a focus on the observed cloud distribution.

Active Remote Sensing: CALIOP
One of our goals here is to position CALIOP's vision of clouds against the passive one. There is not, however,
a single canonical CALIOP cloud dataset. We consider in our present analysis the three major CALIOP cloud
datasets to provide a more realistic description of how CALIOP sees clouds. Two of these datasets were part
of the GEWEX Cloud Assessment project: CALIPSO-ST (Winker et al., 2009) and CALIPSO-GOCCP (Chepfer et
al., 2010). Both were derived from the same CALIOP Level 1 data and made compatible with passive
retrievals by considering only the highest cloud layer detected. We will hereafter refer to those datasets as
C-ST and C-GOCCP for brevity. Even though GEWEX C-ST was based on CALIPSO version 2 Level 2 data, which
over-estimates the cloud cover below 4 km (Stubenrauch et al., 2012, p. 107-108), we retain this dataset in
our study (Sect. 3) to enable comparisons with other GEWEX studies. For all other purposes, we used the
5

same algorithm that produced the GEWEX C-ST dataset to derive a new dataset in GEWEX format from
CALIPSO version 3 level 2 data, in which the low-cloud issue has been fixed (see Supplementary Material).
The third CALIOP cloud dataset, labeled C-KU (Kyushu University), comes from processing the popular
CALIPSO-based cloud masks used in CloudSat-CALIPSO cloud products (Hagihara et al., 2010), which were
originally developed and tested for ship-borne cloud radar and lidar observations by Okamoto et al. (2007) in
midlatitudes and by Okamoto et al. (2008) in the Tropics, these schemes were modified for application to
CloudSat and CALIPSO. These products were processed with the algorithm that produced the C-GOCCP
GEWEX product (Cesana et al., 2016). Variations between these three datasets expose the extent to which
the Cloud Amount is not a well-posed quantity even across algorithms based on the same instrument
(Marchand et al., 2010), and quantifies the variation in CA due to varying definitions and hypotheses across
detection algorithms.Cloud detection algorithms often include numerous refinements and optimizations:
horizontal and/or vertical averaging, detection threshold adaptation to diurnal noise fluctuations or signal
attenuation, etc. Choices made when designing those refinements, with a particular science question or
investigation in mind, can strongly impact the retrieved CA. We will not attempt here to quantify the
differences in cloud detections among the three CALIOP datasets, nor investigate their causes; these points
have already been explored in Hagihara et al., 2010, 2014; Chepfer et al., 2013; and Cesana et al., 2016. Key
differences between the three datasets are summed up in Sect. S4 of the Supporting Information. Note that
these differences, based on 3 datasets derived from the same instrument, are not directly comparable to the
passive ISDS, which is based on 6 to 9 different sensors.

Where do satellite Cloud Amounts disagree?
Maps in Fig. 1 show the CA standard deviation across all the passive datasets, considering one map of
annually averaged CA per dataset (Fig. S1 and S2). We use this standard deviation as a proxy of the
disagreement in cloud detection between datasets from passive sensors, and will refer to it as inter-dataset
standard deviation (IDSD) from now on. Values over oceans (in blue) and continents (in orange) were split
into three categories of equivalent population, as distribution histograms show (Fig. 1, right).
Over oceans, retrievals from passive sensors generally agree quite well (IDSD < 0.12 in most areas, with CA >
0.5 as in Fig. S1). Agreement is strongest over midlatitudes and the Southern Hemisphere ocean (IDSD <
0.04). Those regions are often overcast, and feature optically thick clouds that are easy targets to detect for
all sensors. Agreement is rarely so good inside the Tropics (IDSD > 0.04 overall). There, it is better along the
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and the warm pool (0.04 < IDSD < 0.06), and worst in the subsidence
regions in the Atlantic and in the Pacific west of South America (IDSD > 0.06). Geographic patterns and IDSD
distributions are similar in passive AM (Fig. 1, top) and PM (bottom) CAs, except over the Antarctic ice shelf.
The very large disagreement (IDSD >0.15) over these areas in PM, absent in AM, comes from the
misclassification of solar reflection on cloud-free ice shelves.
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Over continents, agreement is worse overall (IDSD > 0.1 are frequent), especially during daytime (Fig. 1,
bottom). The largest disagreements (IDSD > 0.13) are found over ice and snow surfaces in Polar regions (e.g.
Greenland, Antarctica and regions partially covered by ice shelves in winter) and high elevations elsewhere
(Himalayas, Andes, West U.S. and Middle to Southern Africa). IDSD are often larger in PM (Fig. 1, bottom)
than in AM, even though geographical patterns look similar. Note that the ATSR and MISR datasets (only
available in sunlit conditions, thus only contributing to PM IDSD) do not include CA at extreme latitudes
(typically above 83°), which can affect the average passive PM IDSD there. Reasons for these variable cloud
detections among datasets are multiple, and include algorithmic performance as well as sensor properties:
wavelength, viewing direction, footprint size, sampling frequency and extent, etc. Explaining those
differences is not the goal of the present paper, and has already been addressed in depth by the GEWEX
Cloud Assessment Report (Stubenrauch et al., 2012).
The considered datasets are not based on simultaneous measurements. In the worst case, MISR vs. ISCCP,
there is a five-hour difference between LTAN. Large IDSD could therefore to some extent originate in diurnal
changes in the monitored cloud cover, instead of revealing variations among instruments and/or algorithm
performance. Rapid changes could be due, in particular, to convective activity in daytime at low latitudes,
over land and west off the coast of South America and Africa (King et al., 2013). Maps built from datasets
derived from A-Train measurements only, and thus simultaneous, show weaker ISDS overall (Fig. S3 in the
Supporting Information), especially during daytime over non-ice land surfaces. This is consistent with diurnal
changes in cloud cover influencing the IDSD during daytime. In other cases, regions of large ISDS are similar
as those described by Fig. 1. This suggests the large ISDS shown in Fig. 1 are generally due to variations in
instrumental and/or algorithm performance in most areas, except perhaps over non-ice land surfaces in
daylight conditions. Sect. 4 will investigate this issue further by looking at regional retrievals from individual
sensors.
Maps in Fig. 2 (left column) show the absolute difference between the active and passive average CA maps.
These maps were recreated on a 2°×2° grid to account for CALIOP’s relatively spotty global sampling.
CALIOP’s coverage stops at 82° due to its orbit and narrow footprint — it cannot help constrain CA above
82° where passive spread is often large, especially over Antarctica (cf. Fig. 1). The CALIPSO average CA is
globally slightly higher than the CA based on passive sensors, by +0.05 (AM) and +0.07 (PM) in absolute on
average. Large differences (>+0.2 absolute CA) are mostly found over continents at high latitudes and
tropical regions over oceans, consistent with regions of large IDSD (Fig. 1). The active-passive difference
appears only weakly correlated with IDSD in daytime conditions, as scatterplots suggest (Fig. 2, right
column). Active CAs agree best with passive CAs above midlatitude oceans, where passive retrievals also
agree among themselves (IDSD<0.04, Fig. 1) thanks to the frequency of optically thick clouds in the storm
tracks. Active CAs agree least with passive retrievals over oceans in AM retrievals (top), and over continents
in PM retrievals (bottom), although geographical distributions appear similar in both maps.
7

How much do satellite Cloud Amounts disagree?
Over land
Maps in the top row of Fig. 3 highlight four continental areas where datasets from passive sensors disagree
significantly on CA over land, based on IDSD (Sect. 2) and A-Train only simultaneous IDSD (Supporting
information): Greenland, Asia, South America, and Antarctica. Agreement is weakest (IDSD > 0.15 in Fig. 1)
above Greenland and Antarctica (Fig. 3, rows 2 and 5), where datasets based on visible wavelengths have
trouble discriminating clouds from the ice-covered surfaces. That ice and high elevations feature
prominently among those reminds us that surface conditions affect significantly the CA retrieved by passive
sensors, as in e.g. Rossow, 1989. The regions here were determined by extracting large IDSD (>0.09 for AM,
left column, and >0.13 for PM, right column) in particular focus areas discussed in Sect. 3. Figures below the
maps show the average CA by dataset in each region, roughly ordered from North to South. Symbol
orientation notes if the dataset is from the A-Train (pointing down), earlier (pointing left) or later (pointing
right). Within each region we considered only grid cells in which the sampling is sufficient — i.e. latitudes
above 82° are excluded from these results, as in Fig. 2. In each region, green shading shows the range of
active CA, and horizontal dashed lines show the average of passive CA).
In AM conditions (left column), largest passive CAs are reported by PATMOS-X over polar regions and by AIRS
over Asia and South America. Smallest CAs are reported by ISCCP and MODIS-CERES-Aqua over Asia and
South America, and by AIRS over ice. In PM (right), ATSR provides the smallest CA over those regions (with
POLDER the second-worse) and the largest, by far, over Asia and South America (trailed by ISCCP). As ATSR
flies 3 hours earlier than the A-Train over a given region, regional cloud change between overpasses could be
partly responsible for large IDSD over these land regions in daytime conditions, when convective activity is
significant. However, CA from MODIS-ST-Terra and MISR, almost coincident with ATSR, are in line with the
rest of the datasets, or even at the other end of the distribution (over e.g. Asia or South America). Even
though MISR is known to severely underestimate CAs over land (Naud et al., 2007), this suggests that
instrumental and algorithmic differences are significant in that timeframe. In any case, ATSR and POLDER
significantly increase the passive IDSD over land in daytime conditions.
Regional CA from the active sensor datasets are very similar overall (i.e. the green band is thin), and
generally fall on the high side, but not by the same amount everywhere. They differ more during AM than
PM, probably due to the influence of solar noise on cloud detection efficiency. Antarctica is where active CAs
differ most, but it is also the largest region considered here. On average, active CA are +0.15 over the
average passive CA, very close or above the highest passive CA, except over South America and Asia. Over
ice-covered and elevated surfaces, CAs from active sensors are generally on the high end of the range
reported by datasets based on passive measurements, because the lidar is sensitive to optically very thin
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clouds even when located above highly reflecting surfaces. C-ST reports particularly high CAs over Antarctica,
thanks to its sensitivity to tenuous ice clouds, which are frequent in that region.
Over South America, the CA drops significantly in PM compared to AM. This change is related to the
significant decrease in the fraction of South America with large IDSD (compare in Fig. 1 South America day
and night).

Over Ocean
As with the continental regions described above, we isolated four specific oceanic areas containing large
passive IDSD (>0.06, cf. Fig. 1 and Sect. 3): North and South Atlantic, South Pacific, and the Arabian Sea (Fig.
4, top row). Other rows in Fig. 4 show the average CA retrieved above these regions, roughly ordered from
West to East. Unlike continental regions with large IDSD, which spread from the equator to the polar caps,
over oceans passive sensors disagree mostly within the Tropics.
The ordering of datasets and the range of values appear more homogeneous than over continental regions.
Average passive CAs hover between 0.5 and 0.6. Among the minima in the 0.4-0.5 range we often find CAs
from POLDER (PM), MODIS-CERES-Aqua (AM) and ISCCP (both). Active CAs generally span the upper half of
passive CAs (i.e. from slightly above the passive average to its maxima) in AM, but move closer to the
average of passive CA in PM (right column), and drop below it over the Atlantic (rows 3 and 4). Generally, CST provides the highest active CA and C-KU the lowest, except over the Arabian Sea in nighttime. Version 2 of
C-ST, part of the GEWEX Cloud Assessment, overestimates CA in trade wind regions (Sect. S3, Supporting
Information), which explains why it provides the largest CA in 6 cases out of 8. These features are quite
consistent in all oceanic regions, unlike the strong variations found over land (Sect. 4.1). Also in contrast with
land regions, no particular sensor stands out as providing an anomalous CA retrieval above ocean.
In daylight conditions, large CAs are consistently provided in all regions by MISR and MODIS-ST-Terra, both
sensors with early LTNA (1000-1030AM) compared to the A-Train (0130PM). That their values are larger
than others most probably reflect the diurnal cloud cover decrease over ocean during that time interval
(King et al., 2013). That ISCCP is repeatedly found at the low end of CA distributions is also consistent with
that diurnal change. However, ATSR is also a late morning sensor (1030AM) but its CA is closer to the passive
average than to MISR and MODIS-ST-Terra. This supports the notion that instrument/algorithm
performances still play a significant role in producing large IDSD.
In this section, we have shown that variability in CA retrievals can sometimes be traced back to large surface
albedos and to actual change in cloud cover between overpasses (for daytime datasets). In other cases, the
source of the variability is less clear and might be related to properties of the cloud population itself. The
rest of this paper aims at characterizing the types and variability of clouds in the regions above using new
information from active sensors. Despite more than 20 years of monitoring the atmosphere using passive
9

sensors, the characteristics of clouds and their seasonal variability are still not accurately known in these
regions.

Cloud vertical distributions observed from active remote sensing in target regions
In this section, we examine the cloud vertical distribution observed by the active sensor CALIOP to
characterize the cloud types (including multi-layer clouds) in regions of large passive IDSD. As explained in
the Supporting Information (Sect. S4), we use C-GOCCP profiles of Cloud Fraction (CF) and histograms of
Height vs. Attenuated Scattering Ratio. We refer to the latter as Scattering Ratio (SR) for simplicity, as in e.g.
Cesana and Chepfer, 2013. Larger SR generally mean brighter, more opaque clouds. The exception is
extremely small SR < 0.001, which imply full attenuation of the lidar signal – and the presence of a cloud
layer totally opaque to direct visible light.

Over Land
Fig. 5 shows annual SR-Height histograms (in occurrences) and monthly CF profiles (in percents) in the four
land regions identified in Sect. 4.1, for AM and PM (left, right columns). As in Fig. 3, regions are arranged
roughly from North to South. Clouds obviously do not go as high in the Polar regions (0-12km, top and
bottom rows) as over South America or Asia (0-16km, rows 2 and 3), following the tropopause.
In Polar regions, most clouds in the 3-8km altitude range are not very bright (SR < 15) . Bright low-level
clouds are present between 2 and 5 km (SR > 60). They appear to rise and become thicker geometrically
during summer (JJA for Greenland, DJF for Antarctica). Meanwhile, a higher population of tenuous clouds,
between 6 and 8 km of altitude, follows an opposite cycle which makes them higher and thicker in winter.
Totally opaque clouds (leftmost column of SR histograms) are rare, especially in PM, and appear limited to
low altitudes (1-4km) in summer time.
Over Asia, clouds of limited brightness (SR < 15) appear throughout the year in the 8-10km range. In JJA, the
clouds extend upwards to reach ~16km, likely due to the edge of the Hadley cell entering the region. A
strong seasonal cycle, associated with deep convective clouds in summer time, appears over South America
in AM, with a significant cloud population between 12 and 16km dominating both the SR-Height histogram
and the CF annual cycle. This population is absent from PM consistently with the deep convective
continental diurnal cycle. Opaque clouds are fairly frequent, up to 8 km.
In AM, monthly passive IDSD (square symbols over cloud fraction profiles) are strongly correlated with high
cloud presence: the thinning of the upper cloud fraction is linked to higher IDSD almost everywhere. In other
words, denser high clouds lead to a better agreement between datasets derived from passive sensors. IDSD
from South America PM and Antarctica AM datasets remain relatively constant month to month, and both
show a remarkable constancy in their vertical cloud fractions. We find a -0.79 correlation coefficient
10

between the integrated CF above 4 km and passive IDSD in AM (Fig. S7 in Supporting Information). In PM,
the correlation keeps its sign but is much weaker (correlation coefficient -0.29).

Over Ocean
Fig. 6 shows SR-Height histograms and the annual cycle of Cloud Fraction profiles (as in Fig. 5), for oceanic
regions identified in Sect. 4.2. Results shown use AM measurements, results using PM measurements were
extremely similar.
The four regions exhibit very similar patterns: a population of high (10-16km), optically thin clouds (SR < 20)
lying high above frequent thick clouds in the boundary layer (0.5-2km), with clouds going from bright (SR >
40) to fully opaque (SR < 0.001). Cloud occurrence at mid-altitudes is very low. Ignoring the defined regions
and directly building a unified SR-Height histogram from monthly grid cells with large IDSD leads to the same
combination of optically thin high clouds and dense low clouds. High clouds are more numerous between
February and June. Over the Pacific and Atlantic oceans their occurrence decreases in JJA, with a particularly
sharp drop in the Southern Hemisphere. Their occurrence increases afterwards, especially over the North
Atlantic in OND. The annual cycle is different over the Arabian Sea : the maximum occurrence of high clouds
is seen in JJA, following the ITCZ. The low-level clouds are more frequent between June and December over
Southern Hemisphere regions, a pattern reversed in the Northern hemisphere. This could however be a sideeffect of the opposite cycle driving high clouds, which when more frequent would mask the low-level clouds
to lidar probing.
In AM, the correlation between passive IDSD and cloud fraction above 4km is weaker than over land and
bears an opposite sign (correlation coefficient = 0.31): here, thinning of the high cloud fraction is linked to
smaller passive IDSD or better agreement between datasets from passive sensors as clouds disappear to
reveal the easily identified surface below. The disagreement, however, does not fall below 0.05 even when
high clouds are almost nonexistent (e.g. JJA over South Atlantic Ocean), possibly due to the fragmented
nature of the low clouds (Sect. 7).

Clouds simulated by CMIP5 models in target regions
In this section, we investigate if state-of-the-art climate models have been influenced by disagreements
among datasets based on passive sensors, by checking whether their simulations exhibit a shared bias
and/or disagree more in regions of poor passive agreement. Our hypothesis is that models should produce
more diverse results where the observations are themselves most uncertain: since satellite-based retrievals
are supposed to point out model biases and guide model development, the dispersion across model might
be constrained by observation certainty. We evaluate the modeled CA and CF profiles against CALIOP
retrievals, and examine if the models share a larger bias in the target regions compared to the global
average. We consider eight models that participated in the CMIP5 experiment (Taylor et al., 2012): GDFL11

CM3, IPSL-CM5B, MIROC5, bcc-csm1, CNRM-CM5, CanAM4, HadGEM2-A, and MRI-CGCM3. These models
have provided synthetic CALIOP daily CA and CF profiles generated by running the COSP-lidar simulator
(Chepfer et al., 2008; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011) over the model atmosphere. The synthetic daily CA and CF
profiles are then averaged monthly and annually as gridded distributions of CA and CF profiles (as in e.g.
Nam and Quaas, 2012).
Using model output at specific times, for instance CALIPSO local overpass times, instead of averaging daily,
has a negligible impact on the resulting monthly cloud statistics, as the models’ diurnal cycles are quite weak
(e.g., Chepfer et al., 2008, Cesana and Waliser, 2016). CALIPSO synthetic datasets are currently only available
for 2008 for that many models, which limits our study to that year.

Inter-model spread
i. Cloud Amount
From the 2008 averaged CA (2°x2° grid) for each model, we derived the standard deviation across all models
within each grid cell, or the "model spread". Table 2 shows the model spread of CA, averaged over target
regions (defined in Sect. 4), and over latitude bands of small IDSD for comparison. Model spread is generally
larger at high latitudes over land (Antarctica, Greenland) and in the South Hemisphere over ocean. Over land
and oceans, model spread in regions of large IDSD is similar to the general spread in latitude bands of small
IDSD.
ii. Cloud Fraction profiles
We computed for each model the 2008 averaged Cloud Fraction profiles (2°x2°x480m grid), and from those
derived the standard deviation across all models within each altitude bin and grid cell of the global domain.
We then extracted all the vertical profiles of this inter-model CF spread that fell inside regions defined in
Sect. 4. Figure 7 (top row) shows how these vertical profiles of inter-model spread are distributed. Over
Greenland (top left) models disagree most at altitudes 5-7km ASL, and this disagreement is consistent over
the entire region as the distributions are quite narrow. By comparison, over South America (column 3)
models disagree most between 12-15km ASL (common in the Tropics) but the large spread shows the level
of agreement varies significantly over the region. When considering regions of low IDSD within latitude
bands (not shown), largest disagreements are found in the same altitude ranges but are weaker overall,
hardly reaching over 0.06.
Over ocean (Fig. 7, bottom row), models generally agree very well between 3 and 9 km at Tropical latitudes,
where skies are mostly cloud-free and poorly sampled. Large disagreements are generally found in the 916km and 0-2km ASL ranges where clouds are frequent. In the Southern Hemisphere (Pacific and South
Atlantic), models seem to agree better at high altitudes (consistent over the regions) and worse at low
altitudes, where model spread increases up to 0.15. Over Asia, model spread is comparatively low but
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uniform, never larger than 3 but staying above 1.5 in most of the troposphere (3-15km). By contrast, over
the Arabian Sea models agree better at low altitudes and much worse at high altitudes.

Model error
i. Cloud Amount
For each model, we computed the 2008 averaged CA (2°x2° grid) and subtracted the C-GOCCP CA to derive
the error in each grid cell, and finally averaged errors over all models to produce a single map of average
model CA error (Table 2). Errors are always larger than the inter-model spread except in Antarctica, the
Arabian Sea, and the Polar regions. This suggests the considered models are all susceptible to similar biases,
which move them away from observed CAs all together. Model CA error in target regions are not
significantly larger than in latitude bands of small IDSD, over land or ocean. Largest errors are found over
South America and the South Atlantic, where models report 18.5% and 22.1% fewer clouds than in
observations. Model error reaches 14.5% over Greenland, well above the average for polar land regions
(6.5%) (dominated by Antarctica, 7.1% error).
ii. Cloud fraction profiles: Annual cycles
Monthly CF profiles, averaged from all 8 models in target regions, agree well, over land (Fig. 8, left column),
with annual cycles found in AM observations (Fig. 5). Fig. S6 shows modeled and observed CF cycles together
for convenience. Over Greenland and Antarctica, fluctuations in cloud altitudes are captured well; the
absence of clouds below 2km ASL is due to surface elevation. The variation of high clouds at 10-14km ASL
over South America, with a maximum between September and May, is particularly well represented. Over
Asia the modeled rise in cloud top altitude between January and July is more linear than in actual
observations. In most oceanic regions (Fig. 8, right column), model cycles compare quite well with
observations (Fig. 6), even though low-level cloud occurrence is always underestimated (especially in the
South Atlantic and Pacific) and too shallow (0-1.5km vs. 0-2km in observations). Over the North Atlantic
Ocean (top right), the modeled annual cycle exhibits too many high clouds between May and December.
iii. Cloud fraction profiles: Model error distributions
Finally, we computed for each model the 2008 averaged CF profiles (2°x2°x480m), and subtracted observed
CF from C-GOCCP, to derive the error in each grid cell. Fig. 9 shows how these errors, aggregated over
models and regions, are distributed at each vertical altitude level (these errors are shown relative to the
observed CF in Fig. S8 in the Supplementary Material). Over land (left column), model errors are often widely
spread and reach -0.2 and +0.15, particularly in the upper troposphere. The average model error (full line),
however, stays consistently in the ±0.05 range. Over oceans (right column), distributions of model errors are
narrow (constrained between ±0.05) in the 2-8km ASL range, where the cloud fraction is very low. These
models produce too many clouds aloft (9-13km ASL), and too few low clouds below 2km ASL, where model
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errors are widely spread and largely negative. These findings are consistent with Chepfer et al., 2008, Cesana
et al., 2012 and Cesana and Waliser, 2016. The lack of low clouds is most significant over South Atlantic and
Pacific oceans (-0.1 on average, down to -0.2), in agreement with Klein et al., 2013; Konsta et al., 2012 and
Nam et al., 2012.

Summary
In this paper, we identified regions where Cloud Amounts retrieved from spaceborne passive sensors are less
robust, and where active sensors are required to detect clouds. In these regions, we first quantified the
disagreement in CA among retrievals from passive sensors - 9 datasets in sunlit conditions, and 6 in eclipse.
We compared these results with CA and annual cycles of Cloud Fraction profiles retrieved from the
spaceborne lidar CALIOP, considering three popular datasets. Finally, we quantified the inter-model spread
of cloud amounts and cloud fraction profiles, considering 8 CMIP5 GCMs, and quantified the model error in
CA, CF profiles and their annual cycles against C-GOCCP.
Extensive literature reports that variations in surface properties always complicate the accurate detection of
clouds, and increase uncertainties in cloud detections from passive measurements (e.g. Rossow et al., 1985;
Rossow, 1989; Key and Barry, 1989). The present study is, to our knowledge, the first attempt to quantify
this effect across multiple global datasets in a comparative study, and to contrast them against active
retrievals and model predictions. We find that unfavorable surface conditions (elevation, ice or desert) lead
to anomalous extreme low and high values of CA (±0.2). Over land, the CALIOP datasets generally report
significantly higher CA than most passive datasets, up to +0.2 over the African desert, Antarctica and
Greenland. Over these land surfaces, once the diurnal variability of cloud cover during the measurement
window has been accounted for, surface conditions appear to be largely responsible for the observed large
spread in passive retrievals. In addition, the investigation of CALIOP vertical cloud distributions over land
reveals that the disagreements among passive retrievals drops significantly when the high cloud fraction
increases: the larger amount of high clouds hide the surface more efficiently making themselves easier to
detect.
Over oceans, CALIOP retrievals are more in line with passive ones, except over the ITCZ where CALIOP CA is
0.1 larger than the passive average. The datasets from passive sensors agree quite well over ocean, in
particular at midlatitudes where opaque clouds are frequent. The disagreement is the largest in tropical
areas, dominated by subsidence and in the southern hemisphere (0-30°S), emphasizing the need for active
sensors to better characterize subsidence boundary layer clouds. During daytime, passive ocean minima are
provided by POLDER and maxima by MISR and MODIS-ST-Terra, while during nighttime ISCCP and MODIS-CEAqua provide the minima and MODIS-ST-Aqua and AIRS the maxima. Passive agreement is slightly better
over areas associated with deep convection (ITCZ, warm pool) or in the North subtropics (0-30°N) where
clouds are optically thick and overcast, a situation well represented in all datasets. In contrast with land
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regions, we find that over oceans the disagreement between passive datasets decreases slightly when
elevated cloud fraction decreases, and the retrieval distributions are less affected by outliers and are instead
rather homogeneous (±0.1 CA). Our comparisons with CALIOP vertical distributions show that large
disagreements between passive datasets are linked to a specific cloud population combining a low cloud
layer (0.5-2km) with high optically thin clouds (10-16km). At low altitude, fragmented cloud fields (Leahy et
al., 2012, Konsta et al. 2012) lead to partially cloudy pixels in passive-derived cloud masks (Zhao and Di
Girolamo, 2006), making the CA retrievals particularly sensitive to the instrument horizontal resolution
(Wielicki and Parker, 1992; Pincus et al., 2012). Their combination with high cirrus, revealed by CALIOP, is
probably the mixture of thin cirrus with low-level scattered shallow cumulus, created by shallow convection,
which Rossow et al. (2005) found most frequent in tropical areas similar to the oceanic regions we identified
in Sect. 4. This particular cloud population is not detected over land, or at least is not dominant in studied
regions. In it, high clouds appear to follow a seasonal cycle, locked with the ITCZ oscillation. Their apparently
smaller seasonality of low opaque clouds is harder to assess due to the presence of clouds above.
In target regions of poor agreement between datasets, models do not agree on CA and CF profiles less than
in other regions. Compared to CALIOP, models generate too many high clouds and too few low clouds,
especially over ocean (-22%) and in the Southern hemisphere. However, the mean model biases relative to
CALIOP are not larger in target regions than elsewhere, except maybe in the trade wind regions and the
upper troposphere. This confirms that the realism of CA predicted by climate models is not significantly
impacted by disagreements among retrievals based on observations. This implies that the availability of
spaceborne retrievals has had only a small impact on model performance, i.e. that information from such
retrievals was likely not often used to constrain GCM development.
As the CALIOP lidar signal can be fully attenuated by opaque clouds, how many low clouds are reported by
models and observations could be influenced by the presence of high-altitude opaque clouds. This would
make model evaluation unreliable. Previous studies, however, studied the impact of high-cloud attenuation
and conclude this effect is not significant enough to affect the evaluation of model biases in low-level clouds
(Chepfer et al. 2008; Bastin et al., 2016). Moreover, Guzman et al. (2016) showed that full attenuation in
CALIOP data happens mainly over ocean, and is due to high-altitude clouds over convective centers only. The
regions considered here should not be significantly affected by this effect either. Nonetheless, we hope in
the future to be able to use combined vertically-resolved CloudSat and CALIOP retrievals, which would
completely document the CF profiles (outside of heavy precipitation) and their annual variability, even in
clouds completely opaque to the direct visible light.
It would be interesting to investigate how other cloud properties retrieved from passive measurements and
present in the GEWEX-CA fare in the identified problem areas. For instance, cloud top retrievals in the
subsidence regions discussed here should be affected by the elevated tenuous cirrus detected by CALIOP.
More generally, upcoming updates to the GEWEX datasets extending the period covered, adding
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instruments, or fixing algorithms (see e.g. Norris and Evan, 2015) will help establish the robustness of the
results presented here. Future production of additional synthetic data in the context of CMIP/CFMIP
exercises would let us extend our comparison beyond 2008 and evaluate the stability of our conclusions.
Looking beyond CALIOP, we hope such exercises will include observations for forthcoming spaceborne
lidar/radar missions such as EarthCARE (Illingworth et al., 2015) that should be soon placed in orbit.
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Tables

Table 1: Grouping of spaceborne cloud datasets from the GEWEX Cloud Assessment used in the
present study.

Table 2: Spread and error vs. CALIOP of model Cloud Amounts. Spread is defined as the mean,
inside regions or latitude bands, of gridded standard deviation across models. Error is defined as the
mean, inside regions or latitude bands, of the gridded error averaged across models.
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Group

LTAN

Sensors

1030PM

MODIS-ST-Terra

0130AM

AIRS
MODIS-CE-Aqua
MODIS-ST-Aqua
PATMOS-X
CALIPSO-ST
CALIPSO-GOCCP
CALIPSO-KU

0300AM

ISCCP

1000AM

MISR

1030AM

MODIS-ST-Terra
ATSR

0130PM

AIRS
MODIS-CE-Aqua
MODIS-ST-Aqua
PATMOS-X
POLDER
CALIPSO-ST
CALIPSO-GOCCP
CALIPSO-KU

0300PM

ISCCP

0130AM±5H
9 datasets
6 passive
3 active

0130PM±5H
12 sets
9 passive
3 active

Table 1: Grouping of spaceborne cloud datasets from the GEWEX Cloud Assessment used in the
present study.
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Land

Ocean

spread

error

spread

error

Greenland

0.10

-0.15

Tropics

0.09

-0.12

Asia

0.08

-0.11

Midlat

0.09

-0.14

South America

0.09

-0.18

Polar

0.13

-0.06

Antarctica

0.14

-0.07

Arabian Sea

0.09

-0.06

Tropics

0.09

-0.12

N Atlantic

0.09

-0.11

Midlat

0.09

-0.15

S Atlantic

0.12

-0.22

Polar

0.11

-0.07

S Pacific

0.12

-0.15

Table 2: Spread and error vs. CALIOP of model Cloud Amounts. Spread is defined as the mean,
inside regions or latitude bands, of gridded standard deviation across models. Error is defined as the
mean, inside regions or latitude bands, of the gridded error averaged across models. Error is always
negative: models always lack clouds compared to observations.
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Figures
Fig. 1: Global maps and distributions of Passive Inter-Dataset Standard Deviation (IDSD),
considering a single annual cloud amount map for each dataset ±3h around 0130AM UTC (top)
and 0130PM UTC (bottom) over 2007. Blue is for ocean and orange for land.
Fig. 2: Difference between the average passive CA, considering a single annual map per each
passive sensor (as in Fig. 1), and the average active CA, considering an annual map per each
CALIOP datasets (apart from C-ST v.2), ±5h around 0130AM UTC (top) and 0130PM UTC
(bottom) over 2007. Values are positive (red) where CALIOP retrieves more clouds than the passive
sensors on average.
Fig. 3. First row: Four continental areas with large passive IDSD in AM (left column) and PM (right
column). Rows 2-5: average CA by sensor within each area, from North to South: Greenland, Asia,
South America, Antarctica. The green area shows the variability of CA retrieved from CALIOP. The
dashed line shows the regional average CA retrieved from available passive sensors. ISCCP
retrievals are red. Sensor and platform names are abbreviated as follows: C=CALIPSO,
MS=MODIS-ST, MC=MODIS-CE, A=AQUA, and T=TERRA. Triangles point down for datasets with
0130 LTAN as the A-Train, left for earlier datasets (MISR, MODIS-ST-Terra, ATSR) and right for
later datasets (ISCCP).
Fig. 4. First row: Four oceanic areas with large passive IDSD in AM (left column) and PM (right
column). Rows 2-5: average CA by sensor within each area: North Atlantic, South Atlantic, Pacific,
and Arabic Peninsula/Indian Ocean. Colors and sensor names as in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5: Vertical profiles of Attenuated Scattering Ratio histograms (SR, columns 1, 3) and annual
cycle of Cloud Fraction profiles (CF, columns 2, 4) over land regions as in Fig. 3a. Hatching at low
altitudes shows where the CALIOP sampling covers less than 50% of the area, due to high surface
elevation. SR and CF were derived from C-GOCCP data over 2007. SR Counts are in thousands.
Passive IDSD retrieved from monthly maps over specific regions are plotted over CF profiles.
Fig. 6: As Fig 5, over oceanic regions as in Fig. 4a. Regions were defined using AM IDSD (results
using regions defined from PM IDSD were extremely similar and are not shown).
Fig. 7: distributions of inter-model CF spread at each altitude level, over land regions as in Fig. 3a
(top row), and over ocean regions as in Fig. 4a (bottom row). Model spread at a given altitude is
the standard deviation between annually averaged cloud amount grids (2°x2°x480m) from 8
models participating in the CMIP5 experiment (see text). The line shows at a given altitude the
spread amongst models averaged within the region. Shown results use regions from AM IDSD,
regions defined from PM IDSD lead to similar results (not shown).
Fig. 8: Annual cycle of synthetic CF profiles, averaged over all models (as in Fig. 7) within land (left
column) and oceanic (right column) regions as in Fig. 3a and 4a.

Fig. 9: Distributions of error in CF profiles for models as in Fig. 7 compared to CALIPSO
observations in land (left column) and oceanic (right column) regions as in Fig. 3a and 4a. The full
line shows the average models error at each altitude.

Fig. 1: Global maps and distributions of Passive Inter-Dataset Standard Deviation (IDSD),
considering a single annual cloud amount map for each dataset ±3h around 0130AM UTC (top)
and 0130PM UTC (bottom) over 2007. Blue is for ocean and orange for land.

Fig. 2: left column: Difference between the average passive CA, considering a single annual map per
each passive sensor (as in Fig. 1), and the average active CA, considering an annual map per each
CALIOP datasets (apart from C-ST v.2), ±5h around 0130AM UTC (top) and 0130PM UTC
(bottom) over 2007. Values are positive (red) where CALIOP retrieves more clouds than the passive
sensors on average. Right column: distributions of the differences from the left column vs. the
Passive IDSD shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. First row: Four continental areas with large passive IDSD in AM (left column) and PM (right
column). Rows 2-5: average CA by sensor within each area, from North to South: Greenland, Asia,
South America, Antarctica. The green area shows the variability of CA retrieved from CALIOP. The
dashed line shows the regional average CA retrieved from available passive sensors. ISCCP
retrievals are red. Sensor and platform names are abbreviated as follows: C=CALIPSO,
MS=MODIS-ST, MC=MODIS-CE, A=AQUA, and T=TERRA. Triangles point down for datasets with
0130 LTAN as the A-Train, left for earlier datasets (MISR and ATSR in daytime, MODIS-ST-Terra)
and right for later datasets (ISCCP).
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Fig. 4. First row: Four oceanic areas with large passive IDSD in AM (left column) and PM (right
column). Rows 2-5: average CA by sensor within each area: North Atlantic, South Atlantic, Pacific,
and Arabic Peninsula/Indian Ocean. Colors and sensor names as in Fig. 3.

AM

PM

Fig. 5: Vertical profiles of Attenuated Scattering Ratio histograms (SR, columns 1, 3) and annual
cycle of Cloud Fraction profiles (CF, columns 2, 4) over land regions as in Fig. 3a. Hatching at low
altitudes shows where the CALIOP sampling covers less than 50% of the area, due to high surface
elevation. SR and CF were derived from C-GOCCP data over 2007. SR Counts are in thousands.
Passive IDSD retrieved from monthly maps over specific regions are plotted over CF profiles.

Fig. 6: As Fig 5, over oceanic regions as in Fig. 4a. Regions were defined using AM IDSD (results
using regions defined from PM IDSD were extremely similar and are not shown).

Fig. 7: distributions of inter-model CF spread at each altitude level, over land regions as in Fig. 3a
(top row), and over ocean regions as in Fig. 4a (bottom row). Model spread at a given altitude is
the standard deviation between annually averaged cloud amount grids (2°x2°x480m) from 8
models participating in the CMIP5 experiment (see text). The line shows at a given altitude the
spread amongst models averaged within the region. Shown results use regions from AM IDSD,
regions defined from PM IDSD lead to similar results (not shown).

Fig. 8: Annual cycle of synthetic CF profiles, averaged over all models (as in Fig. 7) over land (left
column) and ocean (right) as in Fig. 3a and 4a.

Fig. 9: Distributions of error in CF profiles for models as in Fig. 7 compared to CALIPSO
observations over land (left) and ocean (right) as in Fig. 3a and 4a. The full line shows the average
models error at each altitude.
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Introduction
This supporting information file contains a description of average Cloud Amount (CA) maps per
sensor used in the main document (S1), a description of standard deviation among passive
datasets with 0130 local overpass times only (S2), a comparison of the four CA datasets derived
from CALIPSO observations (S3), a description of how Scattering Ratio histograms were build
and should be interpreted (S4), and scatterplots of active cloud fraction integrated above 4km
vs. passive IDSD (Fig. S7).
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S1, S2. Average CA maps from all sensors.
The 2007 average CA maps for individual passive and active datasets, on which maps in Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 are based, are shown in Fig. S1 (AM) and S2 (PM). Zonal mean CA for 2007 from the
four considered CALIOP datasets (Sect. 2.2 and S2) are shown in Fig. S3.
S3. Passive Inter-Dataset Standard Deviation for 0130AM and 0130PM overpasses only
Maps in Fig. S3 show the Inter-Dataset Standard Deviation when considering only datasets that
rely on instruments with overpass local times of 0130AM and 0130PM. This only includes
instruments from the A-Train.
S4. CA datasets retrieved from CALIOP data.
Fig. S4 compares zonally averaged cloud amounts from the four CALIOP datasets considered in
the main paper. C-GOCCP cloud detection can miss optically very thin clouds (typically optical
depths below 0.07, Chepfer et al., 2013) that are frequent in the Tropics (Martins et al., 2011).
On the other hand, C-ST can potentially overestimate the occurrence of very thin cirrus clouds
due to the averaging used to detect optically thin layers (Stubenrauch et al. 2012; Hagihara et
al., 2014; Chepfer et al., 2013). C-KU CAs are lowest by 5-10% almost everywhere, even lower
than C-GOCCP, especially during daytime (Fig. S4, bottom). Finally, C-GOCCP alone does not
attempt to weed out aerosol layers from its cloud dataset, meaning extremely high aerosol
contents could bias CA high over specific regions, for instance deserts such as the Sahara (Fig.
S4). This is however rare (Reverdy et al., 2015).
C-ST v.2, used in the GEWEX Cloud Assessment, is known to over-represent low-level boundary
layer clouds and thus to overestimate CA in specific regions (Stubenrauch et al., 2012). To
evaluate the magnitude of this effect, we derived a new GEWEX-like dataset of CA from C-ST v.3
using the same algorithm as in the original GEWEX study. Compared to v.2, CA agree well at high
latitudes but are lower by 5-10% over the Tropics for sunlit measurements, (Fig. S4). C-ST v2
and 3 generally remain closer to each other than to C-GOCCP and C-KU.
In line with these results, mapping the standard deviation between the three main CA datasets
derived from CALIPSO L1 measurements (C-GOCCP, C-KU and C-ST version 3) shows largest
disagreements in tropical subsidence areas and around convection areas (Fig. S5), where lowlevel fragmented clouds are frequent. These areas show no particular correlation with large
passive IDSD (Fig. 1 in the main article). "Large" disagreements are also found in some parts of
Antarctica, probably due to misclassifications as clouds of stratospheric clouds and/or endemic
atmospheric particles (e.g. blowing snow) occurring at various frequencies in the three
algorithms. Note however that these disagreements are relatively small compared to similar
passive disagreements. All are documented in the main article (Fig. 3 and 4).
The CALIOP pointing angle was changed in November 2007 to minimize specular reflections
from horizontally aligned ice crystals (Noel and Chepfer, 2010; Okamoto et al., 2010), which
impact the reliability of optical depth retrievals (Hunt et al., 2009). Such occurrences are rare
(less than 0.2% of particulate detections, Liu et al., 2009). The 2007 CA, nonetheless, appears to
be ~1% larger than in later years on average. This difference, which a trending study would need
to take into account, will have little bearing here.
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S5. Histograms of Scattering Ratios vs. Height.
Histograms of Scattering Ratio (SR) vs. Height conveniently summarize the properties of a given
tropospheric cloud population, describing how its opacity distribution evolves with height. Their
production based on CALIOP measurements was introduced in Chepfer et al. (2010), where their
construction process from particulate and molecular backscatter is explained in full. In short,
bins of SR (lidar Scattering Ratio proportional to the intensity of the lidar signal) were selected
to discriminate a large range of atmospheric opacities probed by the CALIPSO lidar, from
transparent (SR ~ 1) to very opaque (SR > 50). In clear-sky conditions, SR is typically close to 1,
leading to a large representation of such values at all altitude levels in all histograms of this kind.
SR > 5 are indicative of cloud presence and used within C-GOCCP to build vertical profiles of
cloud fraction. Extremely low values (SR < 0.01) are indicative of total lidar signal attenuation
produced by a cloud optical depth larger than 3 to 5 down from the TOA, and occur more
frequently as altitude decreases. Counting their occurrences provides a useful metric to evaluate
at what altitude the atmosphere is able to scatter the entirety of direct radiation received from
above (Chepfer et al., 2014). However, we are not able to discriminate clouds from clear-sky in
such totally attenuated signal. This implies that cloud fraction profiles derived from CALIOP
(used to create histograms such as those in Fig. 5 and 6) do not include information about a
fraction of particularly opaque clouds. An ongoing analysis on our team (Guzman et al., in
review) shows large occurrences of totally attenuating clouds at very low altitudes in the
Southern Ocean and along the ITCZ. Detections of fully attenuated signals do not appear
correlated with large spread among passive CA retrievals.
In addition to SR-Height histograms, we document the annual evolution of the cloud population
through monthly averages of vertical cloud fraction (CF) profiles. Part of the C-GOCCP dataset,
these were computed by counting occurrences of SR > 5 at each altitude level. A minimum
backscatter intensity over molecular was required to avoid false cloud detections at higher
altitudes, where backscatter noise fluctuations get close to molecular signal levels. The CF
creation process is detailed in Chepfer et al., 2013.
The SR-Height histograms and CF profiles presented here were obtained by considering 2007 CGOCCP data v2.69. Data analysis (not shown) shows that using later years lead to similar results.
S6. Relative errors in CF profiles for models
Figure S8 shows the distribution of errors in CF profiles from models compared to CALIOP
observations of CA (as in Fig. 9), but presents the error as relative to the CALIOP CA instead of
the absolute difference.
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Figure S1. Average AM 2007 CA maps for each passive sensor and the four CALIPSO
datasets.
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Figure S2. Average PM 2007 CA maps for each passive sensor and the four CALIPSO datasets.
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Figure S3. Passive Inter-Dataset Standard Deviation for datasets with 0130AM (top) and 0130PM
(bottom) local overpass times only
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Figure S4. Zonal mean of CA reported over 2007 by four datasets derived from CALIOP
measurements: CALIPSO-GOCCP, CALIPSO-KU, CALIPSO-ST versions 2 and 3. AM (top) and PM
(bottom) retrievals.

Figure S5. Standard deviation between the three annual maps of Cloud Amount derived
from CALIPSO-GOCCP, CALIPSO-KU and CALIPSO-ST version 3 AM data.
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Figure S6. Annual cycle of Cloud Fraction profiles within continental regions (left group) and
oceanic regions (right group), predicted on average from models (as in Fig. 9) and observed from
CALIOP (as in Fig. 5 and 6).
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Figure S7. Scatterplot of monthly Cloud Fraction profiles shown in Fig 5 and 6 integrated above
4km vs. passive IDSD for all regions.
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Figure S8: as Fig. 9, but relative to the CA observed from CALIOP.
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